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 With less than six weeks left before the start of 
the annual Solar Car Challenge, the Walnut Solar Car 
Team is working hard to put the final touches on their 
solar car project, named TARS after the AI robot in the 
science-fiction movie, Interstellar. However, the team 
experienced a few unforeseen problems with the car 
that had never before arisen over the course of the 
year. While out testing the car, the team discovered that 
the vehicle would lose power spontaneously. The motor 
of the car would emit a disgruntled noise and the driver 
would be forced to slow to a complete stop, unable to 
move forward. After inspecting the solar car thoroughly, 
the team concluded that there was an electrical issue 
regarding a couple of switches, and immediately worked 
to resolve it. Come next workshop, TARS was fully func-
tional again.  

 Over the next couple of weeks, it seemed as 
though the theme of the month of May would be Trou-
bleshooting. Though any problems pertaining to the car 
were attended to by the end of the each workshop, 
there were always new ones at the next. The Walnut 
Solar Car Team scrutinized the solar car carefully for 
any wiring or mechanical irregularities that might have 
been overlooked, but to no avail. The solution to any 
problem was temporary. Granted, the issues evoked 
allowed the team to grasp a better sense of the intricate 
parts of the vehicle as a whole. They were trained to 
see how changing one aspect of the car would directly 
or indirectly affect another, and learned to check for 
proper wiring or voltage and amperage readings, in or-
der to isolate and resolve any possible problems.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 On May 15th, Mr. Jim Aley, a representative of 
Honda, visited the team’s workshop and granted the 
Walnut Solar Car Team both generous financial support 
and intuitive advice for the race ahead. Aley had also 
offered to further support the team and possibly estab-
lish a lasting relationship between Walnut Solar Car and 
Honda. The Walnut Solar Car Team is grateful and ap-
preciative of the help that Aley and Honda have been 
able to provide! 

 A week later, a reporter on behalf of CCLS, ar-
rived that the workshop to film a documentary all about 
the details of engineering a solar car. Each member 
prepared to participate in an interview and elaborated 
on what he or she learned throughout their experiences 
with the team and how that knowledge was implement-
ed.  

 Overall, the Walnut Solar Car Team hopes to 
bring an efficient, reliable solar car to the race in Texas. 
With only a few workshops left until the competition, the 
team is planning to meet more frequently in order to 
keep the car in optimal condition. Next month, the team 
will be adding the final touches ether and will begin 
packing for the 2016 Solar Car Challenge, an open road 
race from Fort Worth, Texas, to Minneapolis, Minneso-
ta. 
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